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1.1. Market highlights
➢

Stellar earnings, promising economic early indicators and dovish central bankers’ speeches
have contributed to another strong month for equities. US and Europe shined, while the
Nikkei gloomed due to JPY appreciation. The momentum remains strong on risky assets.
Will investors follow the old adage “Sell in May and go away”? We don’t think so!

➢

Interest rates remain steady. UST 10y stabilized between 1.50% and 1.80%. Credit spread
remain at very low level, as much for the IG as for the HY. Major Central Banks remain very
accommodative. Commodities exporters countries’ Central Banks, like Norway, are
preparing investors for less support by the end of the year, while the Bank of Canada
already started tapering.

➢

The vaccination campaign is on track in US and UK, while the old continent lags. The
situation remains challenging in a few regions of the world, particularly in India were the
virus spread seems tragically out of control.

➢

Mr. Biden unveiled its plan for capital gain taxes increase. If it is approved, it would reverse
a decades-long trend of taxing investment gains at a lower rate than labor income. A few
Americans would be impacted. The plan will face strong opposition in Congress.
Historically, US equity markets reaction is not significant (and can even be positive) after a
tax hike.
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1.1. Market highlights
➢

In Europe, Growth and Consumer Dicretionary stocks outperformed. The auto sector
consolidated after a stellar performance in March and increasing pressure of chips shortage.
Smartphones and computers are some of the companies suffering too from the
semiconductor’s bottlenecks. Governments around the globe are seeking for solutions to
bolster their semiconductor ecosystem.

➢

After a rebound in Q1, USD resumed its 2020 downtrend. We continue to think that actual
economic conditions are negative for the US dollar. Commodities’ prices ranging from
energy, base metals to food are surging as economies reopen and “transitory” inflation is
picking-up.

➢

Digital assets are flying. If Bitcoin was down (-3.6%), Ethereum (+42% in April) and Ripple
(+179%) took over. Bitcoin lost some of its dominance and represents now less than 50% of
the total crypto market cap for the first time. The European Investment Bank (EIB) is the
first issuer to sell EUR 100M bonds on Ethereum public blockchain.

➢

China posted its fastest quarterly year-on-year growth (+18.3%) helped by base effect. In
fact, the quarter-on-quarter growth (+0.6%) was the slowest since more than a decade. The
Chinese economy continues to normalize. Although investors are concerns of a potential
major change of monetary policy in China, the PBOC has been suggesting that there might
be limited tightening in policy rates for the year.

➢

Taiwan is a point of contention between the US and China. The Island represents around
10% of chips world production. Could escalating tension compromise the global economic
recovery?
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1.2. The global race to vaccinate
➢

More than one billion doses of
coronavirus vaccines have been
administered over the world.

➢

However,
there
are
vast
differences in the pace of
progress in different parts of the
world.

➢

Israel has been the fastest to roll
out inoculations. More than half
of its population have already
received at least one dose of
vaccine, and more than a third
have received both doses.

➢

The UK is way ahead of the rest
of Europe.

➢

Poorer countries are relying on
deliveries from Covax, a global
alliance aiming to ensure
equitable distribution of doses in
less wealthy countries.

Share of the total population that received at least one vaccine dose

Source: BBC, WHO, our World in data.
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1.2. When will the Fed begin tapering?
➢

As the economy booms, the Fed may start worrying about overheating and inflation. But the US central
bank wants two criteria to be met before doing any change in its monetary policy: a large improvement in
unemployment and an inflation that would settle above 2% in the longer-term.

➢

Unemployment is falling, but still running at a 6% rate compared to 3.5% before the pandemic.

➢

On inflation, the prediction over the next five years is just under 2.5%. If this were to rise to 3%, or
consolidate where it is now for a few months, that would begin to pile pressure on the Fed.

Source: Bloomberg.
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1.2. When will the Fed begin tapering?
➢

The industrial metals market also suggests that inflation pressures are rising. Steel and copper prices
have more than doubled since last year’s bottom. Industrial metals are in the grips of a classic cycle,
when demand rises just as supply has been limited.

➢

However, a reversal in the velocity of money would be required for inflation to fully materialize.
Copper futures contracts (HG), Steel futures contracts (HRC) and Qingdao contract for steel in China

Note: normalized as of 14/12/2015
Source: Bloomberg.
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1.2. When will the Fed begin tapering?
➢

During its last conference, the Fed reiterated that the data were excellent but not good enough to prompt
any change to monetary policy. Rates will stay at their levels, and the central bank will continue buying
assets as fast as before.
However,
according to
Bloomberg, about
45% of the
economists
surveyed are now
expecting the Fed
to announce
tapering in the
fourth quarter
with 14% seeing
that happening in
the preceding
three months.

When to Taper

➢

In Norway, Canada or Brazil, central banks are expressing increasing confidence in the recovery and
announcing plans to reduce stimulus. Commodity exporting countries tend to taper more quickly, as they
are the first to experience the inflationary impacts of the recovery.

➢

The People’s Bank of China also signaled its intention to contain rising leverage by adding just enough cash
to maintain medium-term liquidity, in a sign that the central bank will gradually tighten its liquidity.
Source: Bloomberg News survey of economists (April 2021).
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1.2. Is China slowing down?
➢

➢

Base effects from last year Covid-19 impact make economic effects hard to discern, but if we look at
quarter-by-quarter data, the first three months of this year saw the slowest Chinese GDP growth
since more than a decade (excluding the first quarter of 2020).calls for modernizing 20,000 miles of
roadway; building 500,000 electric-vehicle charging stations; replacing the country’s existing lead
pipes and service lines;
repairing aging schools; expanding home care for the elderly and disabled;
Outside the Covid year, this was China’s worst quarter in a decade
and investing billions of dollars in domestic semiconductor manufacturing. Mr. Biden also proposes
mandating that more of the country’s electricity be generated from low-carbon sources, with a goal
of eliminating carbon emissions from the power grid by 2035.
A second plan focused on child care, healthcare and education will be released in April. Combined,
Mr. Biden’s economic proposals are expected to cost between $3 trillion and $4 trillion over a
decade

Source: Bloomberg.
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1.2. Is China slowing down?
A sectoral breakdown shows that the slowdown was driven by construction (mainly due to the recent
People’s Bank of China tightening) and leisure. Information technology continued to grow.
➢ calls for modernizing 20,000 miles of roadway; building 500,000 electric-vehicle charging stations;
Q1, dragged
by Construction
& Consumer
Services
replacing the country’sSlowdown
existing inlead
pipes and
service lines;
repairing
aging schools; expanding
home care for the elderly and disabled; and investing billions of dollars in domestic semiconductor
Real GDP growth by sector, 2y CAGR, %
manufacturing. Mr. Biden also proposes mandating that more of the country’s electricity be
20
generated from low-carbon sources, with
a goal Dec-20
of eliminating
carbon emissions from the power grid
Sep-20
Mar-21
by 2035.
➢ A second plan focused on child care, healthcare and education will be released in April. Combined,
15Mr. Biden’s economic proposals are expected to cost between $3 trillion and $4 trillion over a decade
➢
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1.2. Capital Gain Tax

Equity declines around prior capital gains rate
hikes were short-lived

➢

Joe Biden’s proposed to raise capital gains taxes for
high-earning US individuals to fund the American
Families Plan. The proposition is likely to face strong
opposition in Congress.

➢

Under Biden’s plan, capital gains would be taxed as
ordinary income at a 39.6% rate (they are currently
taxed at 20%) for Americans earning more than USD 1
million. With the Obamacare tax on investment income,
this would bring the tax rate on capital gains to 43.4%,
reversing a decades-long trend of taxing investment
gains at a lower rate than labor income.
Capital Gain Tax Changes and the S&P 500

➢

Historically, stocks tend to fall during the
period preceding a capital gains tax increase,
but more than recover thereafter. Earnings
multiples can rise slightly before these hikes,
but return to their levels in the six months
afterwards.

➢

The only lasting effect appears to be on
momentum stocks. They have the highest
gains to be generated, and will therefore suffer
the most from unexpected selling.

Source: Bloomberg, Mirabaud, Factset, Fed Reserve Board, GS Investment research.
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1.3. Long term views
➢

The current economic environment has nothing in common with past recessions. Thanks to fiscal and monetary
support measures, there has been no “destruction” of demand. Governments around the world will extend or
renew their support to the private sector. There is currently no limit to government spending because there is no
price to pay. It would be foolish (for governments) not to take advantage of it, will Europe go on this path?

➢

The commercial and political tensions between the USA and China (and incidentally Russia) will remain, with the
rise in economic power of China. The latter is behaving more aggressively (Hong Kong is a good illustration of the
Chinese evolution). This should not prevent some cooperation, but the creation of two rival blocs is inevitable.
The Taiwan issue could become a source of instability.

➢

Rates will stay low to negative; Central banks will finance the excess spending. “Unlimited” spending will last as
long as confidence remains. Europe lags, but will recover and catch up in the second half of the year.

➢

Real interest rate will continue to sink, especially in the US. We believe that April was a pause in a downward
trend in real rates. US twin deficits will grow; a long-term weakening of the dollar is likely.

➢

Investments in straight government and corporate bonds should be made using the cheapest possible vehicles, if
and when one has to buy. Avoid sure loss-making securities.

➢

Covid-19 reinforces the trend toward deglobalization or less globalization. Robotization, AI and data
management, are themes that have many years to go. The world will have two deal with two technological,
military, and economic powers (Asia-China, Occidental-US). Asia remains the engine of global growth along with
the USA.

➢

Europe made a first step toward a fiscal union in May 2020, Europe, as a political entity will be able to levy taxes,
it is a game changer for the region. It strengthens the credibility of the Euro. The COVID-19 crisis and Brexit are
opportunities to deepen European integration. Europe is improving managing the health crisis, vaccinations are
accelerating. Will the Stability pact be reinstated?

Source: Premyss.
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1.3. Long term views
➢

Demand will be strong in low carbon emitting infrastructure and green energy, thanks to regulation and
government spending. America is back on the fight against global warming. It is good news; it will quicken the
pace towards a greener capitalism. The need for industrial metals is expected to rise sharply in the next few years.
Prices will reach unprecedented levels. There are more question marks about oil. It is still impossible to do without
it for decades to come, however the increase in demand should be small to nil at best for the foreseeable future.

➢

Gold is (was?) in a bull market; It is a hedge against low (or lower) real interest rates, the opportunity cost is nil. It
is a good portfolio diversifier. Is the correction over? A final sell-off remains a possibility, but gold remains a
building block of any portfolio in the current environment.

➢

Portfolio volatility should be managed through option strategies.

➢

Has the Nasdaq/Tech “candle” (sharp upward acceleration at the end of a multi-year uptrend, which at one-point
reverses quickly) started its downward phase? Due to the current strong economic environment, a consolidation is
more probable. The “end of a cycle” feature doesn’t mean a sharp correction for 2020 market leaders, but rather an
underperformance. Beware special situations, like too many shorts or too many leveraged investors on specific
stocks.

➢

Equities will deliver better (real) returns than bonds over the next ten years, but expect lower than average
historical returns, valuations don’t matter until they do. Earnings growth will keep the party going, Q1 reporting is
stellar, the best ever.

➢

Every bull market goes up in stages. A consolidation is probable and even desirable. There is no reason to expect a
crash without an external shock. Bonds markets remain in a bubble thanks to the central banks.

➢

Crypto assets are becoming increasingly popular, thanks in part to the network effect and ease of use.
Decentralized finance is a fast-growing industry. It is cheaper and more rewarding than traditional finance. It is
likely that in five to ten years, a significant portion of the financial sector's revenue streams will have gone to DeFi.
The wave of business innovation in the sector in exponential. It has the potential to be an important contributor to
global growth in the years to come.
Source: Premyss.
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2.1. Equity Performance Review
➢

Robust earnings reports and a brightening economic outlook has led to another strong month for
equities.

➢

SMI keeps lagging its European peers since the beginning of the year due to its defensive bias.

Equity Indices
MSCI WORLD
S&P 500
NASDAQ
BRAZIL
Euro Stoxx 50
Stoxx Europe 600
FTSE 100
CAC 40
DAX
IBEX
MIB
SMI
NIKKEI 225
HANG SENG
SHANGHAI
RUSSIA RTS
VIX

% YTD in USD
9,2%
11,3%
8,3%
-4,8%
10,3%
8,0%
9,0%
11,3%
8,7%
7,6%
7,0%
-0,2%
-0,9%
5,3%
0,0%
7,0%
-18,2%

% YTD in EURO
10,9%
13,0%
10,0%
-3,1%
11,9%
9,6%
10,5%
12,9%
10,3%
9,2%
8,6%
1,4%
0,8%
6,9%
1,9%
8,7%
-16,6%

% 1M in USD
4,5%
5,2%
5,4%
5,4%
3,9%
4,3%
4,1%
5,8%
3,3%
5,2%
0,4%
3,0%
0,0%
1,3%
1,3%
0,5%
-4,1%

% 1M in EURO
2,1%
2,8%
3,0%
3,0%
1,4%
1,8%
1,6%
3,3%
0,8%
2,7%
-2,1%
0,6%
-2,4%
-1,2%
-1,2%
-1,9%
-6,5%

Source: Bloomberg 30/04/21.
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2.2. Sector Performance Review
➢

Cyclical sectors like financials, energy and materials were again among the strongest performers this
month.

➢

After a slow start, Technology performed well this month.

Sector performance
Consumer Discretionary
Consumer Staples
Energy
Financials
Health Care
Industrials
Information Technology
Materials
Telecommunication Services
Utilities

Europe % YTD
14,5%
5,3%
10,9%
15,9%
4,2%
12,3%
16,0%
14,3%
11,3%
0,2%

Europe % 1M
2,8%
3,1%
-3,6%
1,5%
2,4%
1,7%
4,5%
2,7%
0,8%
0,2%

USA % YTD
10,2%
2,5%
29,9%
22,7%
6,7%
14,9%
7,0%
14,3%
16,1%
6,2%

USA % 1M
7,1%
2,0%
0,5%
6,4%
3,9%
3,5%
5,2%
5,3%
7,6%
4,2%

World % YTD
9,0%
2,4%
22,2%
19,2%
4,6%
10,8%
6,9%
11,3%
14,2%
3,5%

World % 1M
5,2%
3,0%
0,4%
5,3%
3,8%
2,8%
5,5%
5,3%
6,9%
3,1%

Source: Bloomberg 30/04/21.
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2.3. Performance Review, FX and commodities
Currencies

➢

Against USD
YTD

1M

EURO

-1,6%

2,5%

JPY

-5,9%

1,3%

GBP

1,1%

0,3%

CHF

-3,2%

3,2%

CNY

0,8%

1,2%

HKD

-0,2%

0,1%

CAD

3,4%

2,2%

AUD

0,3%

1,6%

Against Euro
YTD

1M

USD

1,6%

-2,4%

JPY

-4,1%

-1,2%

GBP

2,6%

-2,2%

CHF

-1,5%

0,8%

CNY

2,7%

-1,3%

HKD

1,4%

-2,4%

CAD

5,0%

-0,2%

1,9%

-0,9%

AUD

Against CHF
YTD

1M

1,5%

-0,8%

USD

3,1%

-3,4%

JPY

-2,6%

-2,0%

EURO

GBP

4,1%

-3,1%

CAD

6,5%

-1,1%

AUD

3,3%

-1,8%

HKD

2,9%

-3,2%

➢

➢

The USD weakened as US yields stabilized. The
EUR and CHF rebounded against most currencies.
Impressive month for commodities due to the
strong economy recovery.
Rising commodity prices are creating inflationary
pressures.

WTI Crude Oil
Brent Crude Oil
Gasoline
Natural Gas
Gold
Silver
Platinum
Palladium
Aluminum (LME)
Copper (LME)
Corn
Wheat
Soybean
Coffee
Sugar
Cotton
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% YTD in USD

% 1M in USD

31,0%
29,8%
47,0%
16,0%
-6,8%
-1,8%
12,2%
20,1%
21,1%
26,5%
52,9%
15,9%
19,4%
9,1%
12,6%
11,9%

7,5%
5,8%
6,0%
9,9%
3,6%
6,1%
1,3%
11,9%
8,4%
11,8%
31,1%
20,1%
9,3%
13,3%
18,1%
8,1%
Source: Bloomberg 30/04/21.
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3.1. Long-term investment strategy
➢

We think diversification into long-term themes will provide real benefits to traditional sector
allocation in the current investment landscape. Many sectors (such as the car market) are
disrupted and challenged by technological developments.

➢

Short term noise may bring volatility up but we focus on secular trends: implementation of our
Innovation-societal impact-environmental footprint 3-dimensional approach.

➢

Our equity exposure is centered around: Technology (Robots, Cybersecurity, Artificial
Intelligence), Biotechnology, Societal as well as Environmental impacts.

➢

We continue to look for opportunities to increase our equity exposure on weakness. But actual
levels are stretched.

➢

In a context of low interest rates, “bond proxy” equity dividend strategies (companies with solid
balance sheets) seem attractive to us. We focus on companies that could pay dividends again.
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3.2. Current Asset Allocation
➢ Our current allocation is 54.2% Risky Assets*, 17.5% Investment Grade Bonds in our Balanced EUR portfolio model.
Asset
allocation

Equity allocation: neutral.
Bonds: underweighted.
Cash: neutral.
Core allocation

Equities

Regions/
sectors

• Developed Markets (USA and Europe).

Investment
style, stock
selection

• Global growth themes.

Duration

• Emerging Markets, China & Vietnam.

• “Bond proxy” dividend selection.

Tactical allocation
• UK basket.

• L/S alternatives.

• Sustainable finance strategies.

• Short duration (short-term HY and mediumterm IG in Europe).
• Short duration in USD.

Bonds &
currencies

Commodities

Bond
segments

• Investment Grade USD and Euro, High Yield
corporates EURO.

• Convertible bonds.

Currencies

• Neutral.

• Crypto basket.

• Gold.

• Copper.

* Risky Assets = Equities + ( High Yield Bonds * 0.6 factor)
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WE ARE ALL ADDICTED TO HELICOPTER MONEY

Source: KBR.
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4. Fixed Income Indices
US IG Corp
US Treasuries
US Infation Linked
US High Y ield
Weisshorn GB EUR
Euro IG Corp
Euro Govvies
Euro Inflation Linked
Euro High Y ield
EM IG Corp USD
EM Sovereign USD

Y ear-to-date Change in bps OAS
as at 30/4/2021 as at 30/4/2021
-3,36%
-9
-3,80%
-0,42%
1,92%
-62
0,64%
NA
-0,71%
-8
-3,38%
0,56%
2,21%
-51
-1,99%
-13
-3,16%
-7

Spreads in bps

Duration in years

94

8,19
7,08
7,92
3,92
4,56
5,42
8,68
6,95
3,54
6,75
8,68

324
192
85

304
145
279

Year-to-date Fixed Income indices total return

Source: KBR, Bloomberg.
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4. Credit markets: after Fallen Angels, Rising Stars

RECOVERY
Corporates:
i) growth return
ii) earnings recover
and iii) corporate remaining
disciplined
but iv) defaults peak
while credit conditions still easy

EXPANSION
Corporates:
i) risk appetite increase
ii) leverage increase
iii) activity in M&A, share buybacks
iv) credit growth accelerate
v) default rate low

DOWNTURN
Corporates:
i) earnings deteriorate
ii) leverage increase rapidly
iii) defaults on the rise

REPAIR
Corporates:
i) actively looking to deleverage
ii) cutting costs
iii) raising equity
iv) defaults rate continue to rise
v) idiosyncratic risks remain high

Central Banks:
i) neutral as risks skewed to the upside

Central Banks:
i) looking to tighten, scare of asset bubble
ii) higher inflation

Central Banks:
Slower to respond but credit conditions
tighten while monetary policy remaining
easy

Central Banks:
Easing agressively,credit conditions to
improve

Investors:
Cautiously optmistic, looking to increase
risk
Moving down the credit spectrum

Investors:
Lowering yield curve risk positionning

Investors:
Seeking to derisk, putting on flight-toquality trades

Investors:
Cautious, increasing liquidity,
defensive positionning but flows positive

Source: KBR.
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4. Credit markets: after Fallen Angels, Rising Stars
Our base case scenario: the medium-term outlook is positive for credit remaining positive and fundamentals
are improving at the fasted pace since 2009 and on top of this, Central Banks are some time away from
tapering, especially true for Eurozone and Japan.
From a fundamental perspective:
Trend is improving with earnings expectations revised up. Also the latter are coming up at a strongest yearon-year increase in a decade with US earnings expectations up 29% & EU counterparts up 9%. It also seems
that leverage ratio is peaking up while EBITDA (earnings before interests, taxes, depreciations and
amortisations) are improving.
Liquidity remains strong at the balance sheet level: even close to record levels thus capping supply.
Rising stars are next after Falling Angels: JP Morgan is expecting rising stars to reach USD 280bn by 2022 &
BNP Paribas forecasting USD 82bn in US & EUR 29bn in Europe.
➢

From a technical perspective:
Supply trend in 2021 is positive. Investment-grade non-financial supply is expected to decrease by 24% in
the US to USD 890bn and by -17% in EU to EUR 355bn which is a positive factor because corporate bonds
will remain scarce and should remain well bid, putting downward pressure on spreads and counter offsetting
yields rise.
On top of that, as mentioned in our previous strategy update, the rise in both nominal & real yields is offering
an opportunity for long-term investors such as Pension Funds & Life Insurers and even for Foreign buyers.
➢

Source: KBR.
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4. Rising Stars: natural next stage in the recovery phase
of the credit cycle
Rising stars or bonds rated junk (bonds rated below investment-grade –IG-) potentially upgraded to IG thanks to
improving credit metrics & reduced risk of default. At the companies level:
Growth returning & earnings recovering,
Corporates remaining disciplined spenders,
Balance sheet improving.

✓
✓

✓

Historically, credit rating agencies starting to upgrading companies at this stage of the recovery with the
upgrade/downgrade ratio quickly switching after the end of a recession & rising stars representing one of the best way
to generate both absolute & relative performance (especially efficient way to counter offset rise in yields).
Default rates & leverage peaking: EU peaking sooner than US this time

Ratio of Upgrades/Downgrades through cycles

Net Leverage High Yield companies

Upgrades/Downgrades: US versus EU

5

1,4

4,5

1,2

4

1

3,5

0,8
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EU Ratio

Source: KBR, ICE BoFA.
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4. Rising Stars: natural next stage in the recovery phase
of the credit cycle
Ba1 credits focus (rated 1 notch below IG & most likely ones to be upgraded from speculative grade), according to
Moody’s:
➢
Ba1 rising stars: to rise to 11,9% for the trailing 12 months ending in July 21 versus a rate of 3,4% for the
trailing 12 months ended in July 20 & pre-crisis rate was circa 12%,
➢
Industries with moderate & low exposure to the pandemic expected to have higher Ba1 rising stars for the 12
months ending in February 2022:
i.
Moderate exposure: 13,9% including Business Services, Chemicals, Consumer Services, Healthcare &
Pharma, Manufacturing, Media & Adv Agencies, Mining & Mining Services, Oil & Gas, Steel Processors,
Technology Hardware,
ii. Low exposure: 14,7% including Food & Beverage, Packaging, Telecom, Waste Management.
iii. High exposure: 4,6% including Apparel, Automotive & Auto suppliers, Consumer Durables, Gaming,
Lodging/Leisure & Restaurants, Non-Food Retail and Transportation & Services.
Identifying Rising Stars:
➢
Methodology includes 2 factors to estimate the percentage of High Yield companies potentially upgrades in the
next 12 months:
I. Debt servicing ability
II. Balance sheet strength
Identifying Rising Stars a way to counter offset rising rates:
➢
Rising stars performance: naturally outperform other Ba1/BB & BBB bonds by 30-35bps on average in the
year before upgrades while half of the spread tightening happening 3 months prior to upgrades & of course
resuming outperformance as IG investors realign their holdings with their benchmark.
Source: KBR.
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4. Credit markets: default update
➢

➢

First quarter global default count far below last year’s level (of 30) according to Moody’s: 13 companies (7 in US & 2 in
EU) defaulted or the lowest level since 2018 (measured on a 3 rolling-month basis), equivalent to an amount of USD
9,267bio. The trailing 12-month global speculative-grade corporate default rate falling to 6,3% for the 1st quarter 2021
(versus 6,6% at end of February). In terms of geographic breakdown: USA counting 8% rate of speculative grade default
while EU counterpart hovering at EU 4%.
Expected global default rate projection at end March’ 22: reaching 3,2% according to Moody’s while its model indicating
that peak in default been reached in December 2020 at 6,8% (for your information: historical average between 19832021 @4,2%) and peak in global HY (High Yield) default reached in 2009 @13,5% and trough in 2008 @1%).
Macroenonomic Assumptions
3-month period ending in:

Jun 21

Baseline Scenario
Optimistic Scenario
Pessimistic Scenario

5,70%
5,50%
6,80%

Unemployment Rate
sept.21
Dec 21
5,40%
4,60%
8,10%

5,30%
3,50%
8,80%

mars.22

Jun 21

5,10%
3,20%
8,80%

378
328
1082

High Yield Spread
sept.21
Dec 21
395
314
1048

430
341
911

mars.22
448
372
751

Source: KBR.
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5. Equities : What to expect for earnings’ season
➢ Q1 earnings in US were strong reflecting the recovery from the Covid-19 crisis. While earnings in
Europe have been less impressive, but the recovery is broad-based.
➢ So far 60% of the companies in the S&P500 reported their results. Sales and net income blended
growth figures reached 9.1% and 45.8%, respectively. Nearly 31% of the Euro Stoxx 600
companies have reported. The blended sale was 2.2% and the blended earnings are 83.1%.
➢ 86% of the reporting S&P 500 companies have reported a positive EPS surprise which is the
highest percentage of S&P 500 companies reporting a positive EPS surprise since FactSet began
tracking this metric in 2008.
S&P500 Sector-Level Earnings Surprise %: Q1 2021

Source : Factset, April 30th 2021
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5. Equities : Sell in May and Go Away?
➢ As John Mauldin of Millennium Wave Securities explained in his Newsletter, a study of the
MSCI World Index since 1969 suggests that across 18 markets the best period to be out of stocks
is in fact from May to the end of October. But to earn the highest return, you had to get the right
timing, as well as considered taxes and dealing costs. However, says Mauldin, after you take
account of that, an investor who just invested in and held the S&P 500 over the same period
would have made an annual return of 11.9%. In fact, this is 0.7% a year higher than someone
trying to time the “strong" and “weak" periods of the year.
S&P500 average return by period

Source : Mirabaud Morning News and Insight, April 27th 2021
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5. Equities : Liquidity should soon reach its peak
➢ Is it time to hold or to fold as liquidity should reach its peak?
➢ The excess of liquidity is impacting markets in different ways : Markets are reaching new highs,
companies’ valuations are stretched, the IPO’s market is booming, exotic forms of investments
(SPAC, crypto assets,…) are surging, investors are borrowing a record amount to boost their stock
portfolios, … and complacency seems setting in.
➢ Some investors are concerned that economies could start overheating and that central banks will
have to pull the brakes. As the old adage says : "buy the rumor, sell the fact.“
➢ The global economy is at the beginning of an upswing and should reach its highest growth rate in
decades. The impact of the two largest stimulus packages, the US and the European one, should be
felted later this year. Centrals banks are still in crisis-fighting modes. Federal Reserves economists
say that the rise in inflation is “transitory” and is driven by low base effects from last year.
Excess Liquidity Should peak.

S&P500 vs Margin Debt YoY% Change

Source : Flow Bank Weekly Global Market, April 24th 2021
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6. Green Gazette
➢

The Biden administration has made climate change a central part of its USD 2.3 trillion infrastructure plan.
Credit Suisse identified around USD 700 billion of green spending components in the Biden’s infrastructure
plan. The plan would mainly focus on three industry sectors:
✓ The automotive industry with the installation of 500’000 electric charging stations, the electrification of
20% of school buses, and the replacement of 50’000 diesel public vehicles.
✓ Power generation, through the objective of 100% zero carbon electricity generation by 2035.
✓ The buildings sector, by modernizing schools, federal buildings and 2 million homes with energy efficient
insulations.
Infrastructure spending plan (USD bn)

Green elements of the infrastructure plan

Source: Whitehouse.gov., Credit Suisse.
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6. Green Gazette
➢ Zero-carbon electricity generation by 2035 would require a drastic change in the US power generation fuel mix over
the next 15 years.
➢ Credit Suisse estimated that the share of wind and solar in electricity generation would have to increase from 11% in
2019 to 84% by 2035. Nuclear and hydro would together decline from 25% in 2019 to 16% in 2035. Coal and gas
would have to be entirely replaced.
Changing fuel mix in US power generation

Source: International Energy Agency WEO 2020, Credit Suisse.
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7. Crypto Gazette
➢ The market capitalization of the cryptocurrency
universe has more than doubled since the start of the
year, boosted by rising institutional interest.
➢ The European Investment Bank announced this
month that it had issued 100 million euros in 2-year
notes, using the Ethereum blockchain.
➢ China is currently testing the use of a virtual currency
issued by the central bank. Also known the digital yuan
or e-CNY, it would be a way to replace coins and cash
in circulation and would be primarily focused on
domestic use.
➢ Heavy interest from retail investors for share trading
have encouraged cryptocurrency exchanges to explore
new products that mimic those found in the traditional
financial industry.
➢ Binance, for example, lets its users trade tokens
tracking the movement of shares in Tesla, Coinbase or
MicroStrategy. But this month, the German regulator
warned investors that the platform has probably
violated securities rules over these stock tokens.
➢ Central Banks and regulators will increasingly try to tackle cryptocurrencies, but the phenomenon is now so
installed that it will be difficult for them to have a meaningful effect.
Source: Statista Global Consumer Survey, FT.
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7. Crypto Gazette
➢ Meanwhile, Bitcoin’s dominance of the cryptocurrency market has fallen since the beginning of the
year. Its market cap slipped below 50% of the global crypto market as an increasing number of new
alternative currencies are gaining ground.
➢ Ethereum, the second-biggest token after Bitcoin, surged to fresh records and has now a market
capitalization around USD 315 billion.

Source: TradingViews, US Global Investors. Bloomberg, JP Morgan.
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Conclusions
➢

Vaccination campaign is on track in developed countries. Countries
with best logistic execution may be the winners. The situation is
worrying in India.

➢

Central Banks are you friends (more than ever) !

➢

Look for decorrelated asset and strategies.

➢

Avoid Zombie company bonds, crisis will impact default rates !

➢

Crypto assets are taking more and more place in the landscape.

➢

Sell in May and go away? Why not for short-term traders, but not at all
for investors !
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Appendix 1: PMIs and MSCI World

Source: Bloomberg, 30/04/2021
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Appendix 2: Equities vs bonds ?
➢

Dividend yields are again higher then interest rates on both sides of the Atlantic.

Eurostoxx 50 dividend yield vs 2-year Bund yield (blue)

S&P 500 dividend yield vs 2-year US Treasury yield (blue)

1.3825
1.9958

-0.6821
0.1584

Source: Bloomberg, 30/04/21.
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Appendix 3: Bitcoin
BTC / USD

All-time highs !

Source: Bloomberg, 30/04/2021.
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Disclaimer :
This document is made available exclusively to clients of Weisshorn Asset
Management under discretionary portfolio management who has expressly
requested to receive such information and documents (such as analysis, research,
report, commentary and/or fact sheet). It shall not be communicated to any third
party.
The information and opinions (including positioning) contained on this document
are for information purposes only and is not a solicitation, offer or recommendation
to sell or acquire any securities, effect any transaction or to enter into any legal
relations. More particularly, no information, document or opinions (including
positioning) provided on this website regarding services or products shall constitute
or be construed as an offer or solicitation to sell or acquire securities or other
instruments in any jurisdiction where such offer or solicitation is prohibited by law
or in which the person making an offer or solicitation is not licensed or registered to
do so or to any person to whom such offer or solicitation is contradictory to local
law or regulation. Any such prohibited offer or solicitation is void and Weisshorn
Asset Management will disregard any communication received in respect thereof.
Past performance should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of current or
future performance, and no representation or warranty, express or implied, is made
regarding future performance. Clients are urged to be assisted by professionals to
assess the possibilities and risks associated with any financial operation before
making any investment or other decisions.
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